INDEPENDENT SESSION 6
Working on:





Core stability
SAQ
Ball skills: catching & passing off balance
Shooting: shuffle/caterpillar shot
ACTIVITY & INSTRUCTIONS

COACHING POINTS

PROGRESSIONS

WARM UP
Have a go at this 5 minute warm-up, which is perfect leading into the core stability exercises
in the first part of this session:
5 minute warm-up routine

FITNESS & CONDITIONING
CORE STABILITY
This core stability circuit will work your hand-eye coordination, ball skills as well as testing
your core. With each of the exercises, aim for quality over quantity.
Format: Work for 1 minute on each exercise. 20 second rest between exercises. Repeat
circuit x 2 as a minimum.

With all of these exercises, make sure you are engaging your
core stomach muscles as well as you glutes.

Some additional core stability exercises as
demonstrated by Sasha Corbin:

Ensure you are in control and balanced at all times. Do not
rush through the exercises- aim for quality.

Core Stability with crazy catch

Set up near a wall. You will need 1 ball.

At no point should you be leading with or straining your neck.
Your stomach and core muscles should be doing all the work!

Core stability & ball skills

1. Sit ups with ball throw
-Set up facing a wall. With knees bent
and holding the ball, rock back onto the
floor so head and shoulders touch the
floor.
-Bring ball over your head so that it
touches the floor.
-Engage core muscles and sit up
-Once in a sit up position, throw the ball
against the wall.
-Catch and repeat.

2. Plank with ball roll
-Get into a plank position as shown.
-Place the ball under your right hand.
-Roll the ball to your left hand while
maintaining a strong and stable plank
position.
-Keep rolling the ball backwards and
forwards between your hands, ensuring
your hips stay still.

3. Side plank with ball bounces (switch sides after 1 min)
-Set up in a side plank position as shown.
-Whilst holding the side plank position,
bounce a netball in front of you with your
spare hand. Ensue you keep your back
straight and don’t roll over and round your
shoulders.

4. V sit with sideways throw against wall (switch sides after 1 minute)
-Set up in a sit-up/v-sit position sideways
on to a wall.
-With your feet off the floor and holding
the v-sit position, throw a ball sideways
onto the wall.

5. V sit with alternate hand ball throw
-Set up in a v-sit position with feet off the
floor, facing a wall.
-Start with the ball in your right hand.
-Throw it against the wall and catch with
left hand.
-Alternate passing hand so the ball goes
from left to right.

6. Plank shoulder tap with ball bounce/catch (switch sides after 1 min)
-Get into a high plank position.
-Hold the ball in your right hand, throw it up
in the air then let it bounce on the floor.
-At the same time, tap your left shoulder
before catching the ball after its first
bounce.

SHOOTING
SHUFFLE/CATERPILLAR SHOT
The ‘shuffle shot’ or ‘caterpillar shot’ is used to get you closer to the post. You will need a
volunteer to pass you the ball for this exercise, or you could set up near a wall (or use a crazy
catch). You will need to imagine you have a defender, or use a chair or wheelie bin.

Link to the video and a demonstration here:
https://www.facebook.com/1743352192551810/videos/3486
206421393965

Practice this in a variety of positions around the shooting circle. Work on your fluidity with
the movement, and work on stepping with both legs.

1. You must fool the defender into thinking you are going to
put a shot up, so that you commit her into a 3ft mark.

How to shuffle/caterpillar your way closer to the post:

2. The step, turn and pass in and out needs to be quick and
fluid so that the defender does not come round and attempt
an intercept.

1. Put the shot up to commit the defender into a 3ft mark

2. Take a step towards the defender with one foot, still holding the ball up as if you are about
to shoot

3. Turn to face the feeder on the edge of the circle, bring the ball down and pass the ball,
maintaining a split position with back foot nearest the defender

4. Receive the ball immediately back, turn and bring both feet together so you are close to
the defender.

5. At this point the defender has to step back 3ft to get her distance. You can then put the
shot up, or repeat to get even closer to the post.

BALL SKILLS
CATCHING & PASSING OFF BALANCE

Coaching points:

Being able to catch off balance is an important skill to master, especially when you are under
pressure from your opponent. You will need to engage your core and gain control once you
have caught the ball. You can also work on releasing the ball as quickly as you can; think
about instances where you are trying to keep the ball from going out of court, as an example.

1. Keep your eyes on the ball at all times.
2. Engage your core
3. Keep your knees soft
4. Cushion the ball when catching, keeping your fingers
spread.
5. After catching the ball, make sure you are balanced and in
control before passing it.

1. To make this more challenging, take your
trainers off and stand on a cushion(s). This
will make the ground uneven and really test
your balance and core stability
2. If you have a volunteer, get them to pass
you the ball and put it slightly out of reach so
you have to really extend onto it.

Try these exercises standing on 1 foot. Complete each exercise on your right foot, then your
left.
1. Chest pass x 30
2. Overhead pass x 30
3. Shoulder pass with dominant hand x 30
4. Shoulder with non-dominant hand x 30
5. Varying release points

FOOTWORK & MOVEMENT
SAQ- COMBINATION MOVEMENTS
You will need markers, a wall and a ball.
These exercises will help you to develop multi-directional movement in a small space, as well
as adding combination footwork patterns including jumping and sidesteps. You will do each
exercise twice. You will work for 30 seconds, rest for 20, then work for a further 30 seconds.
During your rest period, complete one handed ball taps against the wall, switching hands
after 10 seconds.

Pick a front point or target (this could be the wall) so that you
are always having the same thing to focus on and face. At no
point should you turn your back on this target. If it helps,
imagine there is a feeder with a ball who could send it to you
at any time, therefore you must always have eyes on it.
Work at intensity for the full 30 seconds.
1. Ensure you are using quick, small steps at all times.
2. Keep everything in line: feet in line with hips, hips in line
with shoulders, back straight, knees soft, head up.
3. Use your arms to increase the intensity and help you
balance and change direction efficiently.

If you have a volunteer, get them to feed you
the ball at any point during the exercises.
You will have to retrieve the ball, then fall
immediately back into the footwork pattern
you are completing.

1. The Z

2. The V

3. The M

4. The T

5. The N

COOL DOWN
Here is a brilliant 6 minute yoga-based stretching routine which is perfect for cooling down after this session.
Stretching Routine

